
Vocabulary Definitions - Answers
For this task you will need to refer to the text Colour Theory and Techniques used in the class discussion. 

Re-read the relevant sections of the text to figure out meaning for the words below. Think about what 
clues helped you to find meaning and explain them in the table.

Word This is what we think it 
means...

These are the clues we used to find the  
meaning...

Define the following terms from the sections of the text read as a class.

Palette
(3rd paragraph of text)

The group of colours that 
you will use.

- In brackets it states “colours”
- The following sentence says “you’re consciously 
creating a colour scheme.”

Unconventional
(under main title on 
page 2)

Different, unusual,  
interesting.

- “Don’t be deceived” suggests it’s not what you 
would expect from something traditional.
- Prefix ‘un’ means not, so it is not  
conventional.

Hue
(under sub-heading 
monochromatic) on 
page 2)

Colour. - States definition “or in other words, different 
shades of the same colour”
- Pictures shows that the groups of colours with 
the same ‘hue’ are different variations of the same  
colours.

Custom colour 
schemes
(sub-heading on page 
2)

Colour schemes you 
have created yourself.

- “Hard to create”
- “The key to creating your own colour scheme is 
to…”

Continue reading until the end of the text and define the following terms.

Luminosity
(under sub-heading 
parallel hatching on 
page 3)

Highlighted, bright. - “Areas where you add less hatching will be  
highlighted”
- Stated in opposition to the shadow effect created 
by more hatching.

Cross hatching
(sub-heading on page 
3)

When the lines drawn to 
colour/shade a picture 
cross over each other.

- Shown in picture
- “Can be applied as simple straight lines...or it can 
follow the contours”
- Draw on information from all hatching  
paragraphs and illustrations to determined that 
hatching is using lines to add colour/shade.

Pointillism
(sub-heading page 3)

Using dots to colour an 
image.

- “Colouring technique”
- “By placing dots close to or far from each other, 
you can…”


